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By George MacDonald

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.George MacDonald (10 December 1824 - 18
September 1905) was a Scottish author, poet, and Christian minister. He was a pioneering figure in
the field of fantasy literature and the mentor of fellow writer Lewis Carroll. His writings have been
cited as a major literary influence by many notable authors including W. H. Auden, C. S. Lewis, J. R.
R. Tolkien, Walter de la Mare, E. Nesbit and Madeleine L Engle. C. S. Lewis wrote that he regarded
MacDonald as his master : Picking up a copy of Phantastes one day at a train-station bookstall, I
began to read. A few hours later, said Lewis, I knew that I had crossed a great frontier. G. K.
Chesterton cited The Princess and the Goblin as a book that had made a difference to my whole
existence. Elizabeth Yates wrote of Sir Gibbie, It moved me the way books did when, as a child, the
great gates of literature began to open and first encounters with noble thoughts and utterances
were unspeakably thrilling. Even Mark Twain, who initially disliked MacDonald,...
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ReviewsReviews

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS

Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple
way and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mor r is Schultz-- Mor r is Schultz
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